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Verbotomy: The create‐a‐word game

DEFINITION: An idea that pops into your head just before you fall 
asleep, which is so big and brilliant, or else so dark and scary, that p g y
it keeps you awake all night long.



Why is Facebook hot?
Why FB

y

DEFINITION: v. intr. To be attracted to someone 
purely because of their social status, earning 
potential, or other professional skills. 



It’s real people not fake identities

FB: Platform: Real People

It s real people not fake identities



Sharing information that 
FB Feature: Content Sharing

they care about

FB Feature: Photo App and News Feed



Blahg

FB Feature: News feed

Blahg

DEFINITION: To compulsively describe, in excruciating detail, the 
minute events of one's everyday life as it happens; especially whenminute events of one s everyday life as it happens; especially when 
assisted by modern information technology systems.



One-to-many communication
FB Feature: Facebook Invitation

y



Facebook is a 
C i ti  Pl tf

FB Platform

Communication Platform



Facebook Applications

FB Applications:

Facebook Applications

• 20,000 Facebook Applications, 100,000 developers
• Friend Communications (fun wall, super poke, dating)
• Content Sharing (photos, music, movies)
• Social Games ( Scrabulous Poker Fantasy Sports)Social Games ( Scrabulous, Poker, Fantasy Sports)



Squink
VB‐>FB: Game Logic

q

DEFINITION: To talk to yourself in a high-pitched squeakyDEFINITION: To talk to yourself in a high pitched, squeaky 
voice while performing complex mental gymnastics.



Stop playing with strangers

VB‐>FB: Private Games

Stop playing with strangers

DEFINITION: n. The weird feelings that rise up when you notice that 
you are being followed by a police officer, or a cop car, or a Special y g y p , p , p
Forces Anti-Terrorist Unit.



Play on demand

VB‐>FB: Daily vs On Demand

Play on demand

DEFINITION: Obsessive-compulsive rechecking or "refreshing" of an 
item (especially a webpage) to see if its status has changed; often ( p y p g ) g ;
leads to repetitive mouse-clicking disorder.



Give players more controls
VB‐>FB: Personalized Content

p y

DEFINITION: A state of hyper-attentive focus combined with WBT 
(Whole Body Twitching) and IEE (Ignores Everything Else), which ( y g) ( g y g ),
commonly afflicts video game players.



Facebook Integration Points
VB‐>FB : Integration

g

Left Nav Requests & Invitations

The Canvas

Groups
New FeedsProfile



FB Feature: Canvas



Create a compelling reason
FB Buzz: Invitations

for people to invite their friends



Use the Feeds and Notifications

FB Buzz: Feeds

Use the Feeds and Notifications



Build a group around your App

FB Buzz: Groups and Pages

Build a group around your App



Shafteryou
VB‐>FB:

Shafteryou

DEFINITION: To generously allow others to precede you in 
hopes that they will identify reduce and perhaps behopes that they will identify, reduce, and perhaps be 
eliminated by, the potential hazards.






